Bringing a world of art to Hong Kong
October 4th - 7th, 2019

The Asia Contemporary Art Show offers leading art galleries and promising artists from around the world the
opportunity to meet with and sell to local and international collectors and art buyers twice each year in Hong Kong
during the two key art buying seasons, in Spring and Fall.
The 15th Asia Contemporary Art Show (October 4th - October 7th, 2019) presents a unique opportunity for art
galleries and artists to participate in the only contemporary art fair in Hong Kong in the Fall and the largest and
longest-running hotel art fair in Asia. The Show coincides with the Fall auction season at Sotheby's, Poly Auction and
others and takes place during the Golden Week national holiday, a week when many thousands of visitors descend to
Hong Kong. The Show is limited to 65 exhibitors, including artists from a wide range of countries.

Hong Kong - the worldʼs 3rd-largest art Leading galleries from around the world
market
present high quality works
Hong Kong is the place to be for art sales, thanks to art
fairs and art galleries blossoming in the city! Ranked the
3rd-largest art market in the world after New York and
London, Hong Kong is recognized as THE arts hub for
collectors from China, Taiwan, Korea, Japan, and other
parts of Asia and is rated #1 for buying and collecting
contemporary art in the region. There are no taxes or
duties on art entering or leaving Hong Kong, no sales tax
or VAT, and an open, transparent, English-speaking
business environment.

The diversity and quality of the original works, limited
editions, sculpture, and photography on display at the
Asia Contemporary Art Show have continued to grow
show-by-show, attracting established galleries and artists
from around the world. Prices for artworks at the Show
typically range from US$4,000 – US$20,000 or more.

Fall 2018 edition attracted over 15,000
collectors
The Fall 2018 edition of the Asia Contemporary Art Show
(September 28 – October 1, 2018, Conrad Hong Kong) was
highly rated by exhibitors and visitors alike. More than
15,000 collectors and art enthusiasts visited the Show over
four days. Art sales also achieved a record, estimated at
HK$32 million based on an exit survey of exhibitors.

SURVEY RESULTS
Exhibitors at the Fall 2018 Show

SURVEY RESULTS
Visitors at the Fall 2018 Show

• 67% of exhibitors surveyed reported strong visitor
interest in their artists’ works

• Visitors spent more than 3 hours at the Show, 54% of
respondents are repeat visitors

• 94% of exhibitors surveyed sold art work at the show,
more than half of those sold seven or more art works

• 97% of visitors surveyed indicated that they regularly
visit art fairs and art galleries

• 67% of respondents subsequently sold or expect to sell
art works to contacts made at the Show

• 61% have bought art works in the past year

• All respondents consider art fairs useful to very useful
for generating art sales
Asia Contemporary Art Show Fall 2018 Exhibitor Survey

• 86% of respondents would visit the Show again, more
than 84% recommending the Show to a friend
Asia Contemporary Art Show Fall 2018 Visitor Survey

Exhibitors say: “A constant stream of
friendly and interested clientele.”
“It’s been great! We have done many art fairs at
convention centers where the arrangement of art is
quite restricted, but this format is very flexible. You
can freely move things around and use the space in
a creative way. I was impressed by the variety and
quantity of people who attended the show. Overall,
a very satisfying and unique experience.”
Yusof Majid,
Nadine Fine Art - Malaysia

“From the second we finished curating our room
we have had a constant stream of friendly and
interested clientele. Hong Kong collectors are
informed and inquisitive, interested in all of our
artists, in particular Ng Woon Lam, identifying with
his new series based on Chinese martial arts writer
Jin Yong, which became a smash hit for us.”
Jane Walker,
Singapore Art Garret Gallery – United Kingdom

Collectors say: “This is my third time at the
Show. I find it interesting because itʼs in a
hotel, and every room is so different.”
“This is my first visit to the Show and I am truly
impressed with the exceptional quality of the artwork
on exhibit. I find the spaces intriguing yet inviting and
intimate, it’s such a creative way to present art. This
Show is truly well worth seeing.”
Michael Kaye - United Kingdom

“This is my third time at the Show. I find it interesting
because it’s in a hotel, and every room is so different.
I love the different materials that everyone is
working with. I am an art enthusiast who enjoys
looking at and buying art, and like the Show
because the galleries are so welcoming.”
Tracy Halford – New Zealand
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Twice yearly editions of the Asia Contemporary Art Shows are held at the 5-star
Conrad Hong Kong. The bright and airy 42-square-meter rooms, plus several larger
70-square-meter suites, provide a “beyond the white-wall” exhibiting opportunity
to see and buy art in a home-like experience. The Conrad Hong Kong is
conveniently and centrally located in Pacific Place, one of Hong Kong Island’s main
destinations for upscale shopping, dining and entertainment. There is an MTR
(subway) station in the basement, abundant parking and adjacent taxi stands.
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Included in your exhibition fee

Bonus exposure 24/7 on Asiaʼs leading art website
As part of every exhibitor package, galleries and artists joining our
shows receive a complimentary profile and up to 50 artwork images on
Asia Contemporary Art Buyer (www.asiacontemporaryart.com) – the
leading art website in Asia, with more than 11,500 images from 1,600+
artists on line for collectors to browse and buy. The site generates
inquiries before, during and after the Show, and inquiries are
immediately forwarded to exhibitors for follow-up.
Updates on new artworks, galleries and artists are featured in weekly
“Art Alert” email broadcasts sent to a database of registered collectors
and art enthusiasts as well as across a broad range of social media
including Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter – that’s a reach of over
84,000+ art lovers across Asia.
These valuable additional marketing and sales channels, provided at no
extra cost, extend the “reach” of exhibitor promotions from a four-day
art fair twice a year to a valuable 24/7 program, 365 days a year.

Exhibition fees for galleries visiting Hong
Kong include five nights at the Conrad
Hong Kong, providing a versatile art space
by day and a comfortable accommodation
by night! This configuration allows
adequate time for room set-up and
curation, particularly engaging for our
invitation-only Private View followed by the
VIP Collectors Preview on the first day. Two
full
daily
buffet
breakfasts
and
complimentary in-room Internet access are
also included.

Exhibitors also receive:
• A complimentary listing in the Show Guide and Show
Map, distributed to all visitors (optional paid display
advertisements are also available)

• Opportunity to be included in PR and promotions for
the Show

• Online guest registration for clients and prospects
• A comprehensive Exhibitor Manual, including all
information needed to successfully participate in the
Show and to reach out to Hong Kong collectors

Extensive marketing and public
relations programs
In addition to the extensive database of art buyers
visiting the past thirteen Shows, comprehensive
marketing programs, media partnerships and public
relations help bring both seasoned collectors and
first-time art buyers to our Shows. For the Fall 2019
Show, media partnerships with more than twenty
local and international newspapers, luxury lifestyle
magazines and websites, and many of the leading art
publications and websites in Hong Kong, China and
the rest of Asia, ensure that news of the Show reaches
the people who buy art. In addition, we use the whole
spectrum of social media to spread the message even
further, with regular and relevant Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter postings.
Asia’s art website, Asia Contemporary Art Buyer
(www.asiacontemporaryart.com) is a hub for our
active website users, and the Show has over 24,000
followers on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.

Our highly experienced and qualified
team
The founders and directors of the Asia Contemporary Art
Show and Asia Contemporary Art Buyer are three art
enthusiasts with more than 30 years’ experience in the
region, Mark Saunderson, Douwe Cramer and Sarah
Benecke. Viewed as pioneers in the art space, they
consider the interest of artists, galleries and buyers are
best served by providing vibrant fairs and online content
which
stimulate
discovery,
exploration,
and
conversations about art. The Asia Contemporary Art
Show is Hong Kong’s only art fair that takes place twice a
year.

Contact us now while space is still available!
+852 9852 0661

